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ABSTRACT
Interoperability between applications is extremely important within organizations and
in networks of organizations. In addition, critical systems require high quality and
reliability. Nowadays applications do not interoperate properly and their quality is
often poor. There are frequent reports in the media about software systems crashing
and damages occurring due to software errors. One reason for this is that there are
many software testing methods and techniques but they are often non-practical and
difficult to use. In addition, in networks of organizations it is often impossible to test
unforeseeable side effects of the systems. Interoperability can be improved by
standards and conformance testing. However, standards are often inadequate for
software testing purposes.
The aim of the study was to improve existing testing methods and their practicality
especially from the integrator viewpoint. The objective was to improve
interoperability between applications, and familiarize software companies and their
customers with conformance testing. This thesis examines component-based system
testing from the integrator viewpoint. In component-based system development,
components of different granularities must be tested. We give examples of UML-
based test cases for components of different granularities. To ease the integrator’s
work, a conformance testing model was developed. The model was evaluated in
software companies and their customer organizations. We noticed that more testable
specifications are needed in order to make testing as automatic as possible, so
testability requirements for the interface specifications are proposed. In addition, we
make  recommendations  for  the  organizations  about  how  to  improve  their  testing
processes. Recommendations are also made for improving the quality of applications,
the interoperability between applications, and conformance testing activities.
The main contributions of the thesis are: 1) a systematic component-based system
testing model for the integrator; 2) a rapid conformance testing model to test
applications against interface specifications; 3) a list of testability improvements for
the interface specifications; and 4) recommendations for the organizations about how
they can improve the quality of the applications, and compliance to interoperability
standards. These contributions can be used by software companies and integrators to
improve their testing processes and the quality of the applications, and by software
customers and authorities to contribute to software quality and interoperability.
Universal Decimal Classification: 004.05, 004.415.5, 004.415.53, 004.422
Inspect Thesaurus: software quality; software reliability; conformance testing; program
testing; integrated software; software standards; information systems; software process
improvement; software engineering; medical information systems
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1 Introduction
In the healthcare domain in Finland in the early years of this decade software systems
were mainly monolithic, the complexity of the systems was increasing, time-to-
market and efficiency were emphasized, and more test resources were needed (time,
money, testers, tools). However, schedules were often shortened and there was even
less time than before to plan extensive test cases and perform proper tests. All these
features caused many problems especially in software testing and maintenance.
Hence, monolithic systems were unpopular and systems modularity was promoted.
Modularity supports composability and reusability (Meyer, 1988, 11-26). This means
that different software parts can be changed without changing the rest of the system,
and they can be reused in new environments. When systems are composed of different
software parts, several new suppliers can offer their own software parts and customers
can select the most suitable ones.
Increased modularity enabled different testing roles to arise, such as integrators,
developers, and customers. It was usual that customers had business with several
suppliers. However, different suppliers supplied systems which were not necessarily
meant to be integrated with other systems. This caused integration and interoperability
problems. Furthermore, there was uncertainty about how integrated systems had to be
tested and who was responsible for it. Often, suppliers supposed that their customers
would perform more testing, while customers supposed that the systems had been
properly integrated and tested by the suppliers. These problems still exist.
At that time, software components with open interfaces started to became common
in healthcare applications. As the use of open interfaces increased, the need to check
that interfaces had been implemented according to the interface specification also
increased. Thus, interface testing and conformance testing activities were requested.
Additionally, evidence or brand was required to prove conformity to interface
specifications. However, interface specifications were not so exact and unambiguous
that conformity could be assured, so more accurate specifications were needed. All
these challenges in the software industry led to the need for more efficient software
testing methods and practices, and conformance testing activities had to be introduced
in the healthcare domain in Finland.
The  experiences  of  the  end  users  reflect  the  quality  of  the  software  systems.  We
regularly read in the media about software systems crashing or software errors
causing huge damages. For example, in 1996 the maiden flight of the European
Ariane 5 launcher crashed about 40 seconds after takeoff (Jézéquel & Meyer, 1997) as
a  result  of  a  software  error  caused  by  a  floating-point  conversion  error.  Another
example relates to a software error found in the SAS check-in system in Helsinki-
Vantaa airport in August 2006, which delayed dozens of flights and affecting about
two  thousand  passengers.  A  third  example  relates  to  a  defective  emergency  system
which almost caused a death in Kuopio, Finland, in 2007. A pleurodynia patient
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called the emergency number and asked for an ambulance, but the ambulance never
received the request because the German emergency system that was in use then did
not recognize Nordic characters. The system caused the request for an ambulance to
disappear from the screen but no error message was displayed.
The quality of software systems can also be inferred from comments made by
customers. The comments reveal a "seller's market" situation. For example, one
healthcare software customer said: "From time to time there is a "take it or leave it"
situation  and  testing  does  not  help  much.  We know there  are  errors  but  we  have  no
other choice than to buy the product". Another customer reported that "It is good that
the systems work at least this way".  The user experiences and customers’ comments
result from the fact that exhaustive testing of even a small and simple software code is
impossible. Consequently, the end users’ usage profiles and workflows, and the
context of the resulting system, must be identified carefully when developing and
testing software systems.
Several software testing techniques and methods have been developed (see Section
3.3). Specification-based testing techniques (Offutt & Abdurazik, 1999), such as
finite-state machines, define test cases based on the system's specification. These
techniques require that specifications are accurate and have been updated.
Unfortunately, in most cases the specifications are not explicit. Code-based testing
techniques (Hutchins et al. 1994), such as all-definitions, define test cases based on
the  source  code.  The  problem  with  these  techniques  is  that  they  do  not  verify  code
based on the users' requirements. The code can be correct but the system does not do
what it is required to do. In addition, the persons involved, such as an integrator, do
not all have the source code available, so they cannot use code-based techniques.
Fault-based testing techniques, such as fault seeding and error guessing, try to
demonstrate that pre-specified faults are not found in a program (Morell, 1990).
Unfortunately, several of above techniques are so theoretical that testers cannot use
them (Bertolino, 2004), which is why they have not been used very much in industry.
In software testing theory, single code segments or state machines are often
studied, and the whole software system or dependencies between the systems are not
tested. In theoretical studies, the complexity and largeness of the systems in the real
world are not studied much. In this situation, it is not enough to just develop a new
testing method: other influencing aspects must also be considered, such as attitudes
towards testing, interface specifications, dependencies between components,
responsibilities  of  authorities,  and  the  whole  testing  process  as  a  part  of  the  whole
software development process and software lifecycle.
There are many critical systems on which human lives depend in the healthcare
domain. Thus, software quality and reliability are even more important in this domain
than in the non-critical domains. The projects we have been working in concentrate on
health information system research and development. A health information system is
defined as one that is used in healthcare activities or organizations, with the aim of
supporting high-quality and efficient patient care (Haux, 2006). The special
characteristics in healthcare are high quality requirements, the safety criticalness of
the systems, and non-deterministic and non-predictable processes, which often exceed
organization borders. There are similar problems and a need for improvement in the
critical systems in other domains, as well. The methods presented in this thesis can
also be used in other domains, although not tested in the study.
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1.1 Research questions
The justification for this study is that software systems have to operate properly and
they must fit in the workflow of the customers. The thesis is meant for software
developers and integrators, their customers, and authorities. When this study started,
at the beginning of the millennium, component-based software development was quite
a new trend in Finland. Thus, a starting point for the study was software testing in the
component-based software development. When systems are composed of
components, different roles can be identified in software testing, such as software
developer, component integrator, and end user. The component industry made the
integrator role necessary but few studies of software testing examine the integrator
viewpoint in testing (e.g. Zheng et al. 2005). Therefore, there is a need for more
knowledge about how software testing performed by the integrator differs from
testing on the developer's side, and what kinds of methods the integrator needs when
testing.
One important issue in component-based software is the interoperability of the
components. In many organizations, huge amounts of information systems have to
interoperate. Application integration, better interoperability, and avoidance of extra
tailoring can be accomplished by common specifications and standards, open
interfaces, and conformance testing. If all the interfaces were implemented according
to the standards, the integration of systems into other systems could be performed
almost always in the same way, reducing the need for tailoring and extra work.
However, in many cases the standards are quite broad and open to various
interpretations. Thus, standards and the other specifications have to be improved and
conformance testing is needed to assure that implementations comply exactly with the
standards, and that all the obligatory features have been implemented. Specification
testability has been promoted by W3C and OASIS, for example (Rosenthal & Skall,
2002; W3C, 2005). Conformance testing has been studied and performed extensively
in the telecommunication domain, for example (ITU-T, 1996), but much less so in
healthcare, and it is particularly scarce in Finland (see Section 3.6). Therefore, in the
course of this study the emphasis moved towards interoperability of applications and
conformance testing.
Comparisons in software testing between small and large software companies have
rarely been made. Moreover, the study performed in the PlugIT project (see Section
4.1), revealed that it was very important that customers perform more software
testing. Therefore, we studied testing methods in organizations of different kinds and
sizes, and the extent to which customers can influence conformity of the applications
they acquire. So far, the customers' perspective has not been studied much. However,
it is extremely valuable to take the customer’s viewpoint into account when
improving  software  testing  methods.  Customers  need  different  kinds  of  testing
methods than developers because of the availability of testing materials and it is not
the customers' task to discover the secrets of software testing trends.
To address these challenges, we formulated the following research questions:
1. How can the software test processes and test process improvement models be
improved?
2. How does the granularity of software components influence software testing in
component-based software development?
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3. How is software and conformance testing performed in the healthcare domain
in Finland, and how can conformance testing and compliance to
interoperability standards be improved?
4. How can interface specifications be improved to help in testing the conformity
to specifications?
This thesis identifies the features influencing software testing in component-based
software development, with the aim of improving testing methods and their
practicality, especially from the integrator point of view. Another aim is to familiarize
software companies and their customers with conformance testing, and to provide
them and the authorities with guidelines for improving conformance testing activities
and the interoperability between applications. The ultimate goal is to improve the
quality of applications through improved testing methods, and help testers in their
work in the organizations of the software developers and their customers.
1.2 Research approach
Several research approaches can be used in software engineering research.
Approaches which study a part of reality can be categorized into conceptual-analytical
and empirical studies (Järvinen & Järvinen, 1995, 9). Conceptual-analytical studies
analyze constructs, examine existing theories, models and frameworks, and make
logical deductions. Empirical studies examine  the  present  and  the  past  states,  or  are
constructive studies. Studies examining the present or past states include theory-
testing and theory-creating studies. Theory-testing studies test whether a certain
theory, model, or framework, which has been selected after a competition, describe a
certain part of reality (Järvinen, 2004, 36-65). Theory-creating studies investigate
what kind of theory, model, or framework best describes or explains a part of a reality
(Järvinen, 2004, 66-97). Empirical studies in software engineering include several
approaches, such as observational studies, formal experiments, case studies, and
surveys (Kitchenham, et al. 2002). Case studies and survey research are used in this
thesis. Survey research is used to collect information to describe, compare and explain
knowledge, attributes and behavior (Pfleeger & Kitchenham, 2001). Surveys can be
either supervised (e.g. interviews), where one researcher is assigned to each
respondent, or unsupervised, such as mailed questionnaires. Our survey was
unsupervised with emailed questionnaires. A case study is an empirical inquiry where
a phenomenon is investigated and evaluated in a real-life context, especially when the
boundaries between the phenomenon and the context are not clearly evident (Yin,
2003). A case study can involve single or multiple cases. In constructive research the
aim is to develop new knowledge, methods, and tools based on the existing
information. New solutions to existing problems are constructed and then evaluated.
Constructive research can be performed with an action research emphasis (Järvinen,
2004, 98). Action research simultaneously aims at solving an immediate problem
situation and expands scientific knowledge (Baskerville, 1999). It has two stages: a
diagnostic stage, which involves a collaborative analysis of the situation, and a
therapeutic stage, in which changes are introduced and effects analyzed. The action
research process is cyclical and has five phases: diagnosing, action planning, action
taking, evaluating, and specifying learning.
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We used both conceptual-analytical and empirical approaches during this study. At
the  beginning,  literary  research  was  performed  to  find  out  what  kinds  of  testing
methods exist, what are their characteristics, and where they have been applied.
Thereafter, empirical research and constructive research approaches were used in
Papers I-III. In Paper I, a method to test components of different granularities from
the component integrator viewpoint was introduced. In Paper II, conformance testing
model was constructed and evaluated with several software companies and healthcare
districts. In Paper III, requirements for more testable interface specifications were
proposed.  These  were  constructed  and  evaluated  in  workshops  together  with  the
software companies participating in the OpenTE research project (see Section 4.1). In
Paper IV, survey research was used to find out the current state of the art in
conformance testing of interface specifications. Based on the survey results
recommendations were made for healthcare organizations, software companies, and
authorities to improve conformance testing activities and interoperability between
applications. In Paper V, constructive and action research approaches were used to
improve software test processes in a software company that was co-operating with us.
The main research results in this thesis are software testing methods and
recommendations. The results were evaluated in collaboration with software
companies participating in the research projects (see Section 4.1). At the beginning
and  end  of  our  study  we  performed  a  survey  to  clarify  out  the  state  of  the  art  in
software and conformance testing in Finland.
1.3 Structure of the thesis
This thesis consists of five research Papers and the summary, which has 6 chapters.
Chapter 2 outlines the environment where component-based software systems are
developed. Chapter 3 presents the theoretical background for software and
conformance testing. Chapter 4 presents the practical experiments and conclusions
made during this study. Chapter 5 introduces and summarizes the research Papers and
their relationships. Finally, Chapter 6 summarizes the study and presents some future
work.
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2 General concepts in component-based
software development
In the following sections we define the concepts used in this thesis. First, we describe
software quality factors. Second, modularity and its sub-concepts are defined. Third,
the concepts used in object-oriented approach are examined. Fourth, component-based
software engineering and concepts related to it are described. Finally, we define
concepts related to standardization and interoperability.
2.1 Software quality
We mean by a software developer a software organization that develops software for
the use of end users. An integrator acquires  software  parts  from the  developers  and
also develops his/her own components. The integrator integrates components into a
system and tests it as a whole before delivering it to a customer. A software customer
buys software from developers or integrators and carries out acceptance tests. An end
user (e.g. a physician) uses the system (e.g. electronic patient record) in his/her work.
The aim of software engineering is to find techniques to build quality software
(Meyer, 1988, 3). Software quality is quite a broad and vague concept, and objective
evaluation of software quality is not always possible. Therefore, the ISO 9126
standard has been developed for the evaluation of software. The standard has four
parts, which address the following subjects: quality model, external metrics, internal
metrics, and quality in use metrics. Part one, ISO 9126-1 (ISO/IEC, 2001), is based on
work done by McCall et al. (1977), Boehm et al. (1978), and others who have defined
a set of software quality factors. The ISO 9126-1 standard identifies six key quality
factors (Pressman, 2005, 432-433): functionality, reliability, usability, efficiency,
maintainability, and portability. Functionality measures the degree to which the
software satisfies the needs and functional specifications. Functionality can be
described by the following sub-attributes: suitability, accuracy, interoperability,
compliance, and security. Reliability refers to the capability of the system to function
under defined conditions for periods of time. Its sub-attributes are maturity, fault
tolerance, and recovery. Usability refers to the ease of use of the system. Usability can
be divided into understandability, learnability, and operability. Efficiency can  be
described by system resources (e.g. the amount of disk space, memory, and time)
used. Its sub-attributes are time behavior, and resource behavior. Maintainability
indicates how easy it is to identify and fix a fault in a system, and manage changes.
Maintainability includes the following sub-attributes: analyzability, changeability,
stability, and testability. Portability describes how easy it is to transport software from
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one environment to another. Its sub-attributes are adaptability, installability,
conformance, and replaceability. Some of these factors can be directly measured and
tested (e.g. functionality), while others can only be measured indirectly (e.g.
usability). Software testing is extensively discussed in Chapter 3.
2.2 Modularity
In the early days of programming, programs were constructed by creating a main
program to control a number of subroutines. To reduce programming efforts,
programmers in a project team reused subroutines during a project’s implementation
(Clements, 1995). Software reuse takes place when one or more software elements are
applied from one system to another so that development and maintenance cost and
effort can be reduced (Biggerstaff & Perlis, 1989). Reusable software elements
include architectural structures, requirements, design, code, documentation, test cases,
and so on. A prerequisite for software reuse is that reusable elements have been split
into small parts, such as modules. Modularity means that software is not monolithic
but divided into pieces (Meyer, 1988, 11-26). Modularity can be evaluated by the
following five criteria: decomposability, composability, understandability, continuity,
and protection. Decomposability indicates that a system can be divided into several
subsystems: it reduces complexity. Composability means that software elements can
be freely combined with each other to produce new systems: it promotes reusability.
Understandability means that modules must be separately understandable: it increases
maintainability. Continuity means that a small change to a system specification should
affect only individual modules. Protection means  that  the  effects  of  an  abnormal
condition occurring at run-time in a module will affect only that module. Parnas has
presented criteria for decomposing systems into modules (Parnas, 1972): system must
be divided into a number of modules with well-defined interfaces, modules must be
designed so that changes to one module affect other modules as few as possible, each
module must be comprehensible and simple enough, and it must be possible to
develop each module independently.
2.3 Object-oriented software engineering
In the 1980s the object-oriented approach became popular. The entities in that
approach were called objects and classes. An object can be defined as an entity which
has  a  state  (information)  and  which  offers  a  number  of  operations  (behavior)  to
examine or affect that state (Jacobson et al. 1992, 44-49). A class can be defined as a
set of objects that share a common structure and a common behavior (Booch, 1991).
In object-oriented design, the main goal is not to ask what the system does but to find
out what objects are needed to get work done (Meyer, 1988, 50). Objects model
reality, thus there is only a small semantic gap between reality and the system model
(Jacobson et al. 1992, 42-43). This increases the understandability of the system.
However, the object-oriented approach did not address the modularity problem very
well. Applications were developed in an object-oriented way but the end user still
received a monolithic application (Herzum & Sims, 2000, 12-18).
The object-oriented approach has different characteristics when compared with
procedural programs, such as inheritance, polymorphism, message passing, state-
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based behavior, encapsulation, and information hiding (Chen et al. 1998).
Furthermore, the execution order of the methods is not necessarily predefined, and the
structure of the object-oriented programs is different from that of procedural
programs. Understanding a single line of code may require tracing a chain of method
invocations through several  object classes,  and up and down the object hierarchy, to
find where the work is really done (Wilde and Huitt, 1992). This complicates both
testing and software maintenance. The dependencies in procedural and object-oriented
software also vary (Wilde & Huitt, 1992). Procedural software has the following
dependencies: data dependencies between two variables, calling dependencies
between two modules, functional dependencies between a module and the variables it
computes, and definitional dependencies between a variable and its type. In object-
oriented  software,  besides  the  above,  the  following  dependencies  also  need  to  be
considered: class to class, class to method, class to message, class to variable, method
to variable, method to message, and method to method (Wilde & Huitt, 1992).
2.4 Component-based software engineering
Software complexity has dramatically increased since the mid-1980s (Gao et al. 2003,
5). Nowadays, new systems are seldom developed from scratch, so software
developers need cost-effective methods to construct complicated software systems.
The software business is moving increasingly towards component-based software
development (Brown & Wallnau, 1996). Component-based software engineering
(CBSE) shifts the emphasis from programming software to composing software
systems (Clements, 1995). In CBSE, complex systems are constructed by assembling
them from software components according to a software architecture. In CBSE it is
impossible  to  build  a  coherent  system  of  interworking  components  without  a
comprehensive architectural model (Klingler, 2000). The software architecture of  a
system can consist of several structures of the system, and is composed of software
elements, the externally visible properties of those elements, and the relationships
between them (Bass et al. 2003, 21). Some of the most common architectural
structures of a system are decomposition, layered, process, deployment, and client-
server.
The advantages of a component-based approach are the possibility to master
development and deployment complexity, modularity, decreased time to market, the
quality and reusability of software and its components, the composed services of
components, and the scalability and adaptability of software systems (Herzum &
Sims, 2000, 21-23). Furthermore, software suppliers can specialize in their strategic
competitive edge and buy other properties as ready-made COTS (commercial-off-the-
shelf) components. The greatest challenges in component-based software
development are that suitable ready-made components cannot be easily found, and if
they  are  found,  they  are  not  necessarily  of  good  quality  (Vitharana  et  al.  2003).  In
addition, components have different dependencies between them, source code is
seldom available, and the target context of the components is not known. Maxville et
al. have described a process to help an integrator to select the right components from a
huge amount of third party components (Maxville et al. 2003). The method has the
following phases: problem definition and requirements for the component (ideal
component specification), short-list creation of candidate components, test case
generation based on the ideal component specification, test adaptation, test execution,
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evaluation of results, candidates’ ranking based on the results and other suitability and
context information, and reporting on the results. It is a manual process but their aim
is to automate it as much as possible. The other method for component selection is
called a trusted third party, which requires different roles to support component-based
software  development  and  each  of  these  roles  are  responsible  for  the  quality  of  the
component (Stafford & Wallnau, 2001). The basic roles are component technology
specifier, component technology implementer, reasoning framework developer,
component implementer, and system developer. Paper I considers software testing in
the CBSE approach.
One of the earliest definitions of a software component is that it is a cohesive
module, i.e. it denotes a single abstraction, and is loosely coupled (Booch, 1987, 7). A
more well-known and accepted definition is that of Szyperski (2002, 41): "A software
component is a unit of composition with contractually specified interfaces and context
dependencies only. A software component can be deployed independently and is
subject to composition by third parties." Thus, the components interoperate with each
other through interfaces. An interface defines the access points of the component and
allows other components to use services provided by the component (Szyperski, 2002,
42-43). Components can have different types of interfaces (Sametinger, 1997, 71-76):
a programming interface, a data interface, a user interface, and/or an interface to the
infrastructure. Testability requirements for the interface specifications are proposed in
Paper III. To use the interfaces, contracts are needed. A contract states what the client
needs to do to use the interface and what the provider has to implement to meet the
services promised by the interface (Szyperski, 2002). Contracts can be divided into
four levels: basic or syntactic, behavioral, synchronization, and quality-of-service
(Beugnard et al. 1999). Basic contracts specify the operations that a component
performs, the input and output parameters each component requires, and the possible
exceptions that might be raised during operations. A behavioral contract specifies the
behavior of operations more precisely than a basic contract. It sets out preconditions,
post conditions, and class invariants. A precondition has to be met before the
execution of an operation. A post condition has to be met just after the completion of
an operation. A class invariant will always keep its truth value throughout a specific
sequence of operations: it constrains objects of a class and the state stored in an
object. A synchronization contract specifies the dependencies between the services
provided by a component. A quality-of-service contract specifies the quality features
the service will respect, such as maximum response delay, average response, and the
quality of the result. Contracts are discussed in Paper I.
Software components can be of different granularity levels (Herzum & Sims, 2000,
36-46). The most fine-grained software component, used in this thesis, is called a
lowest level component. It is normally based on a distributed component technology
(e.g., CORBA, J2EE, .NET) and has a well-defined build-time and run-time interface.
The component can be addressed over the network at run-time. Furthermore, it may
have dependency relationships to other components. A medium-grained software
component  is  called  a business component (BC):  it  “consists  of  all  the  artifacts
necessary to represent, implement, and deploy a given business concept or business
process as an autonomous, reusable element of a larger distributed information
system”. The BC conforms to a layered architecture style including user interface,
business logic and resource level. The coarsest-grained software component is called
a component-based system (CBS):  this  is  a  component  whose  parts  are  business
components that constitute a viable system. Business components of the CBS can be
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classified into functional layers such as, process, entity, and utility. The granularity of
components is further discussed in Paper I.
An implementation is a realization of a technical specification (e.g. interface) or
algorithm. Implementation can be realized by objects, components or services, for
example.  OASIS  has  defined  a service as  “a  mechanism  to  enable  access  to  one  or
more capabilities, where the access is provided using a prescribed interface and is
exercised consistent with constraints and policies as specified by the service
description” (OASIS, 2006).
2.5 Standardization and interoperability
The use of open interface specifications and information-exchange standards has
increased. Open interface is a published interface through which applications can
communicate. Features in the open interface are public but only the owner of the
interface can change them. The open interfaces are usually based on standards or
other specifications. Standardization is a process of developing common methods and
approaches. It helps to increase interoperability and security of the applications,
protect consumers and environment, and facilitate national and international trade.
Furthermore, standardization helps to reuse pre-built, standardized software
components in other contexts than those in which they were initially implemented.
Examples of standards in software engineering are IT Service Management ISO/IEC
20000, software quality standards ISO/IEC 25000 series, and UML (Unified
Modeling Language) ISO/IEC 19501.
In healthcare, new applications, measuring equipments, tools, and sensors, which
collect data from the patients, are constantly developed. The collected data must be
easily transferred to the electronic patient record. In order to manage this, open
standard-based interfaces have to be implemented. ISO (International Organization
for Standardization), IEC (International Electrotechnical Committee), CEN (The
European Committee for Standardization), and HL7 (Health Level 7) co-ordinate
standardization work of healthcare information systems. Examples of standardization
work of healthcare informatics are Health Card ISO/TR 21549, Electronic health
record ISO/IEC 20514, and Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) ISO/TS 17090. (SFS,
2008)
Standardization work is performed in working groups. ISO Health Informatics
working groups concentrate on data structures, data interchange, semantic content,
security, health cards, pharmacy and medicines business, devices, business
requirements for Electronic Health Records, and global health information
standardization. CEN Health informatics working groups study information models,
terminology and knowledge representation, security, safety and quality, and
technology for interoperability. (SFS, 2008)
Standardization increases interoperability. Interoperability means that a system is
capable of executing services to other systems and utilizing services from other
systems. Interoperability is defined by ISO/IEC as follows: the “capability to
communicate, execute programs, or transfer data among various functional units in a
manner that requires the user to have little or no knowledge of the unique
characteristics of those units” (ISO/IEC, 2003).
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Besides standardization, conformity assessment against standards is needed.
Conformance is defined by ISO/IEC as the fulfillment of a product, process or service
of specified requirements (ISO/IEC, 1996). It is usually performed by testing to see
whether an implementation meets the requirements of a standard (Gray et al. 2000).
Software testing can be performed against different criteria, such as performance,
behavior, functions and interoperability.
Conformance testing differs in one fundamental way from other testing: the
requirements or criteria for conformance must be specified in publicly available
standard or standard-like specification. In this thesis, we use the term specification to
mean standards and other standard-like specifications, not internal specifications
during software development. The criteria for conformance are usually specified in a
conformance clause section of a standard. A conformance clause is  defined  as  a
section of the standard that states all the requirements or criteria that must be satisfied
to claim conformance. The conformance clause defines at a high-level, what is
required of implementers of the specification. It refers to other parts of the
specification or other specifications. It provides communication between the
specification's creators, implementers, and users as to what is required. If the criteria
for conformance are not specified, there can be no conformance testing. (W3C, 2005)
Interoperability testing and conformance testing are clarified in Section 3.6 and
more further in Papers II, III, and IV.
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Testing
3.1 What is software testing?
Software testing has been increasingly covered in books since 1972 (Gelperin &
Hetzel, 1988). The meaning of the term has changed from debugging-oriented to
evaluation and prevention-oriented testing. Myers defined software testing as  a
process of executing a program with the intent of finding errors (1979, 5). He claims
that the testing process is destructive in that it tries to rip a program apart. Beizer has
presented five phases how attitudes have progressed in software testing (Beizer, 1990,
4-6):
Phase 0 thinking - There is no difference between testing and debugging. In this
phase there can be no effective testing, no quality assurance, and no quality. Phase 0
thinking is the greatest cultural barrier to good testing and quality software.
Phase 1 thinking - The software works. The purpose of testing is to show that the
software works. Phase 1 represents progress because testing and debugging are
distinguished. However, the objective is unachievable. You can not prove that
software works in every case.
Phase  2  thinking  -  The  software  doesn’t  work.  The  purpose  of  testing  is  to  show
that the software does not work. Compared to purpose of phase 1 this purpose leads to
strong and revealing tests. However, the trouble with phase 2 thinking is that you do
not know when to stop testing.
Phase 3 thinking - Test for risk reduction. The purpose of testing is not to prove
anything but to accept the principles of statistical quality control. The more you test,
the more confidence you have in the product. You can release when that confidence is
high enough.
Phase  4  thinking  -  A  state  of  mind.  In  this  phase  testing  is  not  an  act  but  it  is  a
mental discipline that results in low-risk software. In this phase testability is the goal
because it reduces the labor of testing and testable code has fewer bugs than code that
is hard to test.
Kaner broadened the definition of software testing so that “software testing is an
empirical technical investigation conducted to provide stakeholders with information
about the quality of the product or service under test” (Kaner, 2004). Kaner has also
broadened the purposes of testing, such as to prevent damages, maximize the bug
count, block premature product releases, help managers make ship/no-ship decisions,
minimize technical support, assess conformance to specification, and assess quality. A
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test case is usually defined as a set of test inputs, execution conditions, and expected
results developed for particular objective (Kruchten, 2003, 198-199). Similar test
cases, such as regression tests or certain specific functionality tests, can be grouped
together into a test suite. We define a test case of different granularities in component-
based systems in Paper I. In practice, it is not possible to test systems exhaustively, so
test cases must be diversified and they must be designed accurately. Moreover, testers
must know when test coverage is adequate. Coverage measures the extent to which a
certain criterion is satisfied. Different test coverage criteria, such as statement
coverage, branch coverage, path coverage, mutation adequacy, and interface-based
criteria, have been presented by Zhu et al. (1997).
Test phases can be divided into module (unit) testing, integration testing, system
testing, and acceptance testing. Module testing is a process of testing the individual
subprograms, subroutines or procedures in a program on the level of source code.
Module testing manages system complexity and efficiency, since attention is first
focused on smaller parts of the program. Modules can be built and tested
simultaneously and thereafter integrated into bigger units. Thus, module testing eases
the task of debugging because if errors exist, they are known to be in a particular
module.
In integration testing, modules tested in the previous phase are integrated into
bigger  modules  and  then  integration  tested.  The  focus  is  on  the  co-operation  of  the
modules and their interfaces. Integration can be organized as a "big bang" by
combining all the modules together or to test modules incrementally either from
bottom-up or top-down. In incremental integration, drivers and stubs are needed. A
driver corresponds to a module which calls the particular module under test. A stub
corresponds to a module that is called by the module under test.
Binder has presented nine integration test patterns (Binder, 1999, 627-714): big
bang, bottom-up, top-down, collaboration, backbone, layer, client/server, distributed
services, and high-frequency integration. In big bang integration all components are
tested at the same time. Big bang integration is not recommended unless just a few
new components are added to a stable system. Bottom-up integration is the most
widely used technique. In bottom-up integration components are added to the system
under test in uses-dependency order so that components having the fewest
dependencies are added first. It works well for small to medium systems. In top-down
integration components are added to the system under test in control hierarchy order
so that the top-level control object is added first. Top-down integration works for
almost any architecture. In collaboration integration sets  of  components,  which
include in a particular collaboration, are added to the system under test. Collaboration
integration works for almost any architecture, too. Backbone integration combines
elements of top-down integration, bottom-up integration, and big bang integration. It
aims to identify the components that support application control, the backbone, and
application subsystems. The sequence of testing is based on this analysis. Backbone
integration is especially suited to embedded applications. Layer integration verifies
interoperability in a system that can be modeled as a hierarchy. It applies to layered
architectures and combines elements of top-down and bottom-up integrations. In layer
integration interfaces between adjacent layers are tested. Client/server integration
tests  interaction  among  clients  and  servers.  Clients  and  servers  are  tested  first  with
stubs  in  isolation.  Then  pairs  of  clients  are  tested  with  the  actual  server  or  servers.
Distributed services integration is needed when the system under test includes many
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components that run concurrently with no single locus of control. Distributed services
integration is appropriate for decentralized networks. High-frequency integration is
useful when a stable baseline is available and new code is being frequently added,
such as in iterative and incremental development. High-frequency integration can be
applied at almost any architecture.
At the system testing level,  the  purpose  is  to  compare  the  system  to  its  original
objectives. System test cases are designed by analyzing the objectives and then
formulated by analyzing the user documentation. System testing covers different
forms of testing, such as performance testing, volume testing, stress testing, security
testing, and recovery testing. Acceptance testing tests  whether  the  product  meets
customers' and users' needs. Acceptance testing can be conducted by the end users of
the system in a real environment (beta testing) or at the developer's site (alpha testing)
(Myers, 1979).
Besides the above-mentioned testing phases, system integration testing has  to  be
performed when systems are integrated into the customer's environment. In the real
world, organizations have several different applications which have to interoperate.
System integration testing is needed to check the performance and interoperability of
all the applications. For example, in hospital, electronic patient records and different
clinical applications store customers’ demographic information separately. When
information (e.g. address) changes it should be changed into every application. This is
not cost-effective and it is hard to maintain. The clinical applications must retrieve
customers' information from one application through the open interfaces. If the
applications use common standards and implement open interfaces their
maintainability improves and application integration needs less local adaptation.
Kaner has reappraised some of the earlier views concerning software testing
(Kaner, 2004). The most salient ones are: document manual tests in full procedural
detain, specify the expected results for a test case, and design most tests early in
development. The first claim is that manual tests should be fully documented so that
they can be used by less experienced testers. Kaner calls this an industry worst
practice because it takes a long time to document and maintain the written procedures,
junior testers often miss suspicious behavior when they follow the test script like
robots, and there is no evidence that indicates that scripted practice is a good training
tool. According to Kaner, the problem with the second claim, that the expected results
should be defined for every test case, is that one expected result is not enough because
there  can  be  different  kinds  of  expected  results,  such  as  a  program  or  system  state,
monitored outputs, and impacts on connected devices. In addition, expected results do
not always exist, for example when testing memory leaks, or when the results cannot
be calculated by hand. The problems with the third claim, that most or all tests should
be designed early in development, are the following. Firstly, there are an infinite
number of possible test cases. At the beginning of the project, testers’ knowledge is at
its minimum. The better the testers understand the product and its risk, the more
wisely those few test cases can be selected. Secondly, at the start of the project the
testers cannot know what kind of mistakes the programmers will make when
programming. However, they will learn from experience which types of mistakes are
common in the project, with these languages and tools and these programmers. This is
valuable knowledge when designing test cases. Thirdly, almost always the program
changes  during  its  development.  If  the  test  cases  are  designed  at  the  start  of  the
project, extra work has to be done, which of course is a waste of time and money.
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Defect management should be connected very closely to the lifecycle of testing.
The defect management process includes defect prevention, deliverable base lining,
defect discovery, defect resolution, process improvement, and management reporting
(Quality Assurance Institute, 1995). If defect management is combined with testing, it
becomes clear which test case found a certain error and which one did not even if it
should have (an erroneous test case). However, establishing an organization-wide
defect management process is a complicated task (Jäntti et al. 2006). Bugzilla
(http://www.bugzilla.org/) and Testlog (http://www.testlog.com/) can be used
together, for example, so that a test case and the errors found by it can be recorded.
The following sections consider software development processes and how software
testing is included in those processes, software testing techniques, software testing in
component-based development, regression testing, and conformance testing.
3.2 Software testing in the development process
There are several software development process models, where software testing is a
part of a total software development process. The waterfall model was one of the first
software process models, where a number of independent steps are carried out in
sequence one after the other (Royce, 1970). The steps are system requirements,
software requirements, analysis, program design, coding, testing, and operations and
maintenance. Each of the stages produces a product, which is the input into the next
stage. There is no input from the final stage to the other stages. The problem with this
model is that testing comes at the end of the whole development process and customer
feedback is received too late.
The spiral model consists of iterative cycles in which the same phases (e.g.
requirements, design, prototyping, testing) are repeated at every cycle (Boehm, 1988).
The spiral model emphasizes especially risk analysis at every cycle. Software testing
has been especially noticed in the V-model (Forsberg et al. 2005, 109-116). In the V-
model, corresponding test plans are designed at every construction phase, i.e.
acceptance and system test plans in the requirement specification phase, integration
test plans in the architecture design phase, and module test plans in the module design
phase. In the testing phases, testing is carried out in reverse order to software
construction, and it verifies the software with respects to its test plan. The problem is
that testing is not performed until code has been generated, and in practice the testing
and development phases do not follow each other straightforwardly.
Nowadays software development processes are increasingly performed iteratively
and incrementally, so that a product is developed iteratively, enhancing and adding
new functionality with each release (Pfleeger, 2001, 56-57). The Rational Unified
Process (RUP) is one example of an iterative and incremental software development
process (Kruchten, 2003; Jacobson et al. 1999). RUP supports six best practices for
software development: develop software iteratively; manage requirements; use
component-based architectures; model software visually; verify software quality
continuously; and control changes to software. It uses the Unified Modeling Language
(UML) for modeling (Booch et al. 1998). In addition, there are models in which
software testing has been integrated into the software development process, such as
TSP (Test design Stages Processed) (Tsai et al. 1997). In the TSP model, iterative test
design stages are incorporated at each phase of the software development lifecycle.
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When a development phase is completed, testing of the phase should also be
completed at that time.
3.3 Software testing techniques
Testers need different testing techniques at different test phases. Software testing
techniques can be divided into specification-, code-, fault-, and usage-based
techniques (Juristo et al. 2006). Specification-based testing techniques (or black-box
testing techniques) generate test cases from the specifications, and study whether the
software meets the requirements. They consider the program to be a black box into
which test inputs are entered, but do not tell anything about the path a certain input
traverses inside a program. Examples of specification-based techniques are
equivalence partitioning, boundary value analysis, and testing of finite-state machines.
? Equivalence partitioning means that the input domain of a program is
partitioned into classes such that a test case of a certain value of each class is
equivalent to a test case of any other value in that class. Test cases are selected
so that at least one test case is selected from each class (Myers, 1979, 44-50).
? In boundary-value analysis, test cases are selected from the boundaries of each
equivalence class (Myers, 1979, 50-55).
? A finite-state machine is  used  to  model  the  behavior  of  a  state-based  system
(Wagner et al. 2006, 63-64). It is composed of a finite number of states,
transitions between those states, and performed actions. Test cases are
developed on the basis of different transitions between states.
The advantages of specification-based testing techniques are that the tester does
not  need  a  source  code  for  testing,  and  also  the  customer  can  use  some  of  the
techniques (e.g. boundary value analysis). The problems with specifications-based
techniques are outdated and skeletal specifications, and uncovered code segments, i.e.
if the techniques are not properly applied, test cases may not cover the whole
functionality of the program.
Code-based testing techniques (or white-box testing techniques) study the source
code and describe the code coverage: for example, whether all the
statements/branches of the program are executed at least once. They do not tell
whether the program is doing what the requirement specification says it is supposed to
do.  Code-based  testing  uses  either  control-flow  criteria  or  data-flow  criteria  for  test
case generation. Control-flow-based testing techniques select test cases on the basis of
the program's control flow. Examples of control-flow-based testing techniques are
sentence coverage, branch coverage, condition coverage, and path coverage. Data-
flow-based testing techniques explore the events related to the status of data objects
(variables) during the program's execution. The essential events are the assignments
of value and the uses of value, i.e. where the variables are defined and where they are
used. Examples of data-flow testing techniques are all-definitions, all-c-uses, all-p-
uses, and all-du-paths (c means computation, p predicate, and du definition-use pair).
However, these techniques are quite theoretical and complex to use in practice.
Furthermore, the customer and the integrator cannot usually use any of the code-based
testing techniques because the source code is not necessarily available and even if it
were there would be an enormous amount of code lines to go through.
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Fault-based testing techniques can be divided into error guessing, fault seeding,
and mutation testing (Juristo et al. 2006). In error guessing,  the  generation  of  test
cases is guided by the tester's knowledge of what are the typical faults. This method
requires that a tester has a lot of experience of different kinds of faults and domains.
In fault seeding,  errors  are  artificially  introduced  into  a  program  to  evaluate  the
quality  of  the  test  suite.  The  total  number  of  errors  can  be  assessed  from the  errors
found. Fault seeding is quite risky because the seeded errors may stay in the program.
In addition, one cannot actually say anything about existing errors on the basis of the
seeded errors. We can find the same kind of errors as the seeded ones, but how can we
know whether there are novel errors as well? In mutation testing, the faults are seeded
into a program by creating many versions of the program, each of which contains one
fault (Offutt et al. 1996). Program variants (mutants) are generated by mutation
operators. Mutation operators represent the faults a program will likely contain. The
goal is to find such test cases that cause each faulty program to fail. These test cases
are the most useful. However, mutation testing is computationally expensive, which is
why different versions of mutation testing have been developed, such as weak
mutation and selective mutation. Furthermore, there are tools for different
programming languages (e.g. for Java and Ada) to help mutation testing. The problem
with mutation testing is that it is an indirect testing method. Testing can become
ineffective if the mutants are not generated extensively or testers do not have
knowledge of all the possible errors.
In usage-based testing (statistical testing), test cases are derived according to their
probability of occurring in actual operation, expectations of use, and criticality of
different functions. Usage-based testing can also be considered to be a black box
testing method (Kouchakdjian & Fietkiewicz, 2000). Operations that the user is more
likely to use during the execution or that are more critical than the others are tested
more. Usage-based testing can be cost effective if a tester knows the users' most
probable operations. Nonetheless, the other operations have to tested, too. If the
probability of the errors is known, the operations that have a bigger probability of
occurring should be tested more. However, if the users' workflow changes, it may
happen that the new workflow has not been tested as properly as the old workflow and
errors remain. Moreover, the workflows of different users (e.g. novices and experts)
have to be tested equally.
It can be concluded that in order to test software properly, various software testing
techniques are needed; code-based or specification-based testing alone is not enough.
The existing testing methods do not necessarily fit in practice. The more critical and
complex the software, the more diversified must be the testing techniques used.
3.4 Testing component-based systems
A component-based system is not monolithic: it contains components of different
granularities (e.g. lowest level components, business components, and component-
based systems), which are integrated with other components and into legacy systems
with interfaces. In such situations, testing and documentation are even more important
than in conventional software projects with monolithic applications.
When moving from legacy systems to component-based systems, interfaces and
interface testing are needed. The components do not have to know each other's
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implementation, only the content of the interfaces, i.e. syntax, semantics, and
instructions for using the interface. The components can be implemented by the
integrator or they can be acquired ready-made and then integrated into the one’s own
systems. If components are re-used in a new context, regression testing (see Section
3.5) is always needed (Weyuker, 1998). However, it is often forgotten that testing
activities depend on who is performing testing, and thus on the availability and quality
of the specifications and documentations. A tester may be a component developer, a
component integrator or a customer (end user). The component developer usually has
all the needed testing materials, so for the developer the component is a white box,
and code-based and specifications-based testing techniques can be used. The
integrator and customer seldom have a source code available. Thus, the component is
a black-box with interfaces, and test cases must be developed based on the other
available documents, such as design and interface specifications, user manuals, and
contracts. Integration has two parallel parts: on the one hand, user interface
components  are  integrated  and  tested,  and  on  the  other  hand  business  logic  and
resource components are integrated and tested. Furthermore, the components' external
interfaces have to be tested with operation calls, i.e. how the component behaves if it
is called outside the component. The different actors and viewpoints in component-
based testing are described in more detail in Paper I.
Dependencies between components can be controlled with the help of a
dependency graph, which shows the dependencies between the components of the
same granularity level, and assures that the whole functionality of the component has
been covered by test cases. Without the dependency graph, some critical paths may
remain non-executed. More details about dependency graphs and an example of
dependency graph creation can be found in (Toroi et al. 2002).
3.5 Regression testing
Regression testing means retesting a new version of a system after code changes.
According to earlier studies, at least 10% of software defects are due to code changes
(Collefello & Buck, 1987), so regression testing is an important part of software
maintenance. However, it is expensive, which is why only the modified parts and
those influenced by modifications directly or indirectly have to be retested, and test
cases should be selected as automatically as possible (Rothermel et al. 1997). This
raises the regression testing selection problem, i.e. how to select the right test cases
from the existing test suite. Trade-offs have to be made between the time required to
select and run regression test cases, and the fault detections ability of the test cases.
The following questions have to be answered (Graves et al. 2001): how do different
regression testing techniques differ in terms of their ability to reduce regression
testing costs and their ability to detect faults? What trade-offs exist between test suite
size reduction and fault detection ability? When is one technique more cost-effective
than another?
There exist several regression test selection techniques. Code-based regression test
selection techniques can be applied to regression testing at the unit level. The
technique is not suitable when large and complex components are tested, because it is
difficult to manage all the information obtained from the code, testers must read and
understand the code, and it is time-consuming. In addition, code-based regression
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techniques are language-dependent, so more than one code-based regression
technique may be needed for regression testing (Chen et al. 2002).
Specification-based regression test selection techniques, in which test cases are
designed based on information obtained from program specifications, can be applied
to large and complex system regression testing (Chen et al. 2002). However, these
techniques also have problems, such as they may not be as exact as code-based
techniques, the specifications have to be up-to-date and accurate, in order to get good
test cases, all the complex dependencies between components are not necessarily
known, and all the modifications are not necessarily properly written down in the
specifications.
The other regression test selection techniques are retest all,  which  selects  all  the
available test cases for retesting, random techniques,  which  randomly  selects  n% of
the test cases from the test suite (e.g. random50 selects 50% of the test cases), and
risk-based techniques, which try to select test cases so that risks are minimized (Chen
et al. 2002; Graves et al. 2001).
The regression testing process in an industrial environment usually has the
following steps (adapted from Onoma et al. 1998).
Software artifact modification: Usually, the source code is changed but the
specifications or design can also be changed.
Test case selection and execution: Test cases must be selected from a test suite to
run regression testing. Different test selection techniques can be used here, or
sometimes all the test cases are reused. After test case selection, the test cases are run.
Test execution is worth automating since the number of test cases is often large.
Failure identification by examining test results:  Test  results must be examined to
see if the modified software behaves as expected. If the result is not as expected, the
code has to be examined to see if it has an error or if the test case is erroneous.
Furthermore, it is necessary to identify precisely which components, versions, and
modifications caused the failure (fault identification).
Fault mitigation:  Once  the  components  that  caused  the  failure  are  identified,  the
fault must be removed. After mitigation, new regression testing is needed to check
that the code has not been adversely affected by the changes, and caused any side
effects. However, if the fault is not serious it can be decided not to correct until next
version.
Test suite maintenance: In the maintenance step, outdated and duplicated test cases
are removed from the test suite.
The object-oriented paradigm introduces challenges in software regression testing.
The complex relationships between the object classes make it difficult to identify the
affected parts and the ripple effects when changes are made in object-oriented class
libraries or programs. Kung et al. (1994) have described a method for automatically
identifying the affected classes. The method is based on a reverse engineering
approach.
Onoma et al. (1998) claim that “regression testing is probably the most commonly
used software testing technique”. However, we discovered that very little regression
testing is performed in Finland (see Paper V): as many as 28% of the developers in
our study stated that they did not regression test applications. Moreover, 24% of the
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IT customers did not acceptance test a new version of the application they acquired.
Thus, we recommended that the software organizations and their customer
organizations should increase their regression testing activities, and have a plan and
strategies (e.g. a test case selection strategy and an exit strategy for regression testing)
for regression testing (in Paper V). Furthermore, regression testing theory and practice
have  to  become  closer,  so  that  researchers  see  what  is  the  problem  with  regression
testing (why applications are not regression tested) and organizations get directed
training in testing techniques.
3.6 Interoperability and conformance testing
In this section we define interoperability and conformance testing, and explain why
they are needed. Thereafter we describe what has been studied in conformance testing
in the healthcare domain and consider the state of the art in Finland.
3.6.1 General
Nowadays, organizations need to integrate their applications and processes into the
network of organizations. Too often, new systems are integrated into existing ones by
tailoring them separately by point-to-point integration. This is expensive and
inefficient in the long run. There is a need to agree about common standards and open
interfaces. If the systems have open standard-based interfaces, their interoperability
improves, introduction and integration become easier, and less local adaptation work
is needed. Interoperability testing is defined as the assessment of a product to
determine if it behaves as expected while interoperating with another product
(Kindrick et al. 1996). It should be borne in mind that interoperability testing only
assures that a previously tested set of systems are interoperating: it does not guarantee
that other systems interoperate with these systems. To get a higher level confidence
that the systems will successfully interoperate with other non-tested systems,
conformance testing is needed.
Conformance testing is necessary in accomplishing effective and rigorous
interoperability testing (Moseley et al. 2004). Conformance testing is a way to verify
the implementation of the standards to determine whether or not there are any
deviations from the standard (Rosenthal & Skall, 2002). It determines which areas of
the standard are implemented correctly, thus promoting portability and
interoperability. Conformance testing is always performed against publicly available
standard, such as ISO/IEC 20514 (Electronic health record). However, it can also be
performed against the standard-like official specifications, such as HL7
recommendations.
In conformance testing, software implementations are black boxes; only the
interfaces and their relationship to the specifications are examined. In other words,
when an interface receives a request, a test is carried out to see whether the interface
can handle the request and respond to it correctly. Conformance testing is always
performed against the specification, and testing is bound in scope by the specification.
All the features mentioned in the specification have to be implemented according to it,
and are tested (e.g. all the required interfaces exist, all their operations and parameters
have been implemented, and they are of the right type). However, nothing else is
tested. Conformance testing ensures the presence of the specified characteristics. The
internal structure of the system is not accessible and thus not the focus of testing.
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Therefore, conformance testing does not guarantee 100% interoperability, but it
increases substantially our confidence in the system. In addition, conformance clauses
(or specifications) typically only cover some aspects of interoperability.
Implementation-specific features, such as infrastructure and techniques, are not
specified in the specification, which influence interoperability. On the other hand,
error and exception conditions cannot always be forced by interoperability testing
(Moseley, et al 2004). It can be concluded that interoperability and conformance
testing cannot be substituted for each other and both testing activities are needed.
Customers benefit from conformance testing when they make request for proposals
because applications become more interoperable, and comparison of the proposals
becomes easier.
Today, standardization and conformance testing of open interfaces are emphasized
at all levels, nationally and internationally. However, development is still in its
infancy. Conformance testing and integration efforts also provide feedback on
standardization (Chronaki & Chiarugi, 2006). If standards do not adequately address
the problems in practice, they can be further amended with standardization
organizations. The following Papers consider conformance testing: Paper II describes
a conformance testing model of open interfaces, Paper III proposes a conformance
testing environment, and Paper IV presents the results of a survey of conformance
testing.
3.6.2 Conformance testing in the healthcare domain
Conformance testing has been performed extensively in the domains where
specifications are based on formal languages or protocols, such as in the
telecommunication domain (ITU-T, 1996) but the practice is not so well-established
in  other  domains.  In  the  healthcare  domain,  problems with  conformance  testing  and
the interoperability of healthcare applications have been noticed, for example, in the
USA (CCHIT), Britain (NHS), and Denmark (MedCom), and in various organizations
such as HL7 (Health Level 7) and IHE (Integrating the Healthcare Enterprise). The
mission of the Certification Commission for Healthcare Information Technology
(CCHIT) is to create an efficient, credible and sustainable product certification
program (CCHIT, 2007). Under the CCHIT certification program, many Ambulatory
EHR systems have already been certified against functionality, interoperability, and
security criteria.
The mission of the national strategic program for IT in the National Health Service
(NHS) is to deliver a robust infrastructure, including authentication, security, and
confidentiality, to enable electronic booking of appointments and electronic transfer
of prescriptions, and to deliver integrated care records services (NHS, 2002). One
important feature of the NHS is the shift to more corporate and national approaches.
This means that there is a national approach to procurement and implementation, and
services need to conform to national standards and must interoperate with emerging
national services.
MedCom was a long-term project (from 1995 to 2007) whose mission was to
contribute to the development, testing, dissemination, and quality assurance of
electronic communication and information in the healthcare sector (MedCom, 2005).
Its aim was to enhance test tools, and effort was put into self-service in testing.
Health Level 7 (HL7) Conformance SIG (Special Interest Group) improves the
interoperability and certification processes. HL7 provides a mechanism to specify
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conformance for HL7 Version 2.X and HL7 Version 3 messages, and provides a
framework for facilitating interoperability using the HL7 standard. Besides standards,
HL7 support the development of national HL7 specifications.
Integrating the Healthcare Enterprise (ACC/HIMSS/RSNA, 2005) promotes the
use of standards by developing integration profiles. Integration profiles are at a more
accurate level than standards, so they help to implement the product according to
standards. The IHE acts worldwide, and several nations have national IHE initiatives.
At the moment, Finland does not belong to the IHE but HL7 Finland has established
IHE Special Interest Group (SIG) in the summer of 2008. HL7 Finland IHE SIG
disseminates information of the IHE integration profiles and IHE activities in Finland.
At the moment, the most important activity in IHE SIG is to find out what integration
profiles software companies and customers are interested in.
In Finland, conformance testing is considered to be very important and in need of
improvement, but there is a reluctance to use external interface testing services (see
Paper IV). Conformance testing activities in the healthcare domain are quite low at
the moment, which is one reason why there are problems in the interoperability
between  different  applications.  However,  the  selection  of  the  Social  Insurance
Institution as a national actor for health IT and the increased coordination by the
Ministry of Social Affairs and Health may alleviate the confusion related to standards
and conformance testing in Finland. Furthermore, to be able to test conformity more
thoroughly and more reliably, more accurate and varied specifications are also
needed. Each specification should focus on only certain aspects, such as interface,
technical, contextual, or concepts (see Paper III).
The question that usually arises is, when must conformity to standards be proved
officially, and when is the supplier's label of conformity enough (Rada, 1996)? In our
case study (see Paper II) we examined the conformance testing process of context
management interface specification, and tried to improve the interoperability between
different applications. The examination revealed that more automated testing
processes and more accurate and diverse test cases are needed. Moreover, it became
clear that regulations by the competent authorities and demand by the market for
certified interfaces are needed to make conformance testing common.
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4 Experiments in practice
There is a gap between software testing theory and practice (Bertolino, 2004). In
software testing theory, short pieces of software code or state machines are often
studied, but interoperability between large applications and entire software systems
are neglected. Furthermore, not enough attention is paid to the scope and complexity
of the applications in the real world.
In this chapter we first introduce the research projects in which the results of the
thesis have been developed and evaluated. Second, the practical experiments carried
out with the conclusions are presented. We define test  cases based on the UML test
model and analyze the model, present the state of the art in software and conformance
testing in Finland, and describe how test process improvement models can be
improved. In all these cases, the viewpoint is complex systems operating in the
network of organizations.
4.1 Research projects
The results presented in this thesis were obtained in three national research and
development projects in Finland: the PlugIT (Plug IT: Healthcare Applications
Integration) project, the OpenTE (Open Testing Environment) project, and the SerAPI
(Service-oriented Architecture and Web Services in Healthcare Application
Production and Integration) project. All the projects were funded by the Finnish
Funding Agency for Technology and Innovation, Tekes. In addition, PlugIT was
funded by 15 software companies and eight healthcare organizations, OpenTE was
funded by seven software companies, two healthcare districts, and the Ministry of
Social Affairs and Health, and SerAPI was funded by 14 software companies and four
healthcare organizations.
PlugIT (2001 - 2004) concentrated on healthcare application integration. The
objective was to contribute to better healthcare services through more interoperable
clusters  of  software  applications.  The  project  aimed  at  three  kinds  of  results:  1)
practical solutions in the form of application program interface (API) specifications;
2) methods for further work beyond the project; and 3) a long-term centre of expertise
for healthcare software companies and their customers. In the PlugIT project, a survey
focusing on software engineering in healthcare software companies and healthcare
organizations was conducted. The results of the survey imply that it is very important
that not only the developers but also the customers are responsible for testing. In
addition, there was a desire to increase the amount of conformance testing activities.
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Individual applications and regional information systems need testing
environments for their interfaces and integration. In the OpenTE project (2004 -
2006), conformance and interoperability testing methodologies were studied, the
architecture of testing environments for web service-based implementations was
specified, and reference implementations were developed. A testing environment
gives feedback for software developers and developers of specifications, and increases
the probability that products are implemented correctly.
In the SerAPI project (2004 - 2007), the integration approach developed in the
PlugIT project was specialized with a more focused approach towards service-
oriented architecture and Web Service technologies. In the project, open interfaces
and software services were defined, and methods, reference implementations and
modeling examples were developed. The project was also involved in national and
international standardization work.
4.2 UML test model
To experiment with a UML test model (Jacobson et al. 1999, 297), we arranged a case
study to test a healthcare application with UML diagrams (Paper I and Jäntti & Toroi,
2004). Our finding from the experiment is that using a test model together with
equivalence partitioning reveals several serious defects in the system. However, if the
documentation is poor, as it was in our case, establishing a UML test model for the
legacy system is a big challenge and requires a good experience of UML modeling
and enough domain knowledge. Quite similar results have been reported in a user
survey and industry case study (Lange et al. 2006). However, Lange et al. claim that
the large community of UML users is the evidence of the usefulness of UML.
We  found  the  following  advantages  in  using  the  UML  test  model.  1)  Use  cases
(Schneider & Winters, 2006) provide a way to divide the system under test into
smaller functional units, and test cases can be organized by use cases. Therefore,
software testing becomes more systematic with a test model. 2) Well-organized test
case documents increase the quality of the software product, and a project customer is
able to see whether the system meets the requirements and how it has been tested. 3)
Use case scenarios include descriptions of exceptional and alternative flows, which
are often sources of defects. 4) Visual modeling helps testers to understand the
structure and behavior of the system in a shorter time than without models. 5) States
of the concepts and test cases can be easily identified from the UML state diagram
and the state transition table, and transition coverage can be used to measure test
coverage. 6) Activity diagrams show the different action flows that a tester must go
through in testing.
Besides the advantages, some problems were found. 1) Unfortunately, often no
system documentation or related UML diagrams are available. Software testers do not
have time to draw UML diagrams in a testing phase.  Even if  they did,  the diagrams
would not measure the realization of the requirements. 2) Even if documentation
exists, UML diagrams are often too abstract and simple for testing purposes, or they
have not been maintained when the requirements changed. In many cases, the textual
description of diagrams is a better source of supporting information of testing. 3) A
test model should focus on behavioral diagrams, such as use cases, activity diagrams,
and state diagrams because the dynamic (behavioral) defects are discovered in testing.
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4) Testers often consider that establishing a UML test model for a legacy system is
less exciting than establishing a test model for new software; building and testing
something new sounds more attractive.
4.3 State of the art in software and conformance testing
While the PlugIT project was running, interoperability problems were recognized but
conformance testing was almost totally missing in the healthcare domain in Finland.
Therefore, we focused our study more on conformance testing, and a model for
conformance testing of open interfaces was developed. A clinical context
management interface specification was used here as an example (see Paper II).
It seems that only a few studies are based on software testing practices (Torkar &
Mankefors, 2003; Ng et al. 2004; Groves et al. 2000; Runeson, 2006), or conformance
testing in the healthcare domain (Chronaki et al. 2006; Chronaki et al. 2005). There
are no studies in which both parties, i.e. software companies and their customers, are
involved. We conducted a survey of software and conformance testing practices of
healthcare software companies and of their customers in Finland in 2006 (see Papers
IV and V). The aim of the survey was twofold: to study the state of conformance
testing  of  the  interface  specifications  and  the  use  of  standards,  and  to  find  out  how
software testing and test process improvement is performed in practice.
It was surprising that there were significant differences in conformance testing
activities in different organizations. In some organizations the system and its
specifications conformed to required standards, while in others it was only tested
whether two particular applications could be integrated. However, standards were
widely used in healthcare applications. In addition, increasing the use of standards and
official specifications was considered to be very important. Interestingly, there was a
big difference between small and large software companies in test case
documentation. In small companies (fewer than 50 employees), the amount of
documented test cases is not even a half of the amount of documented test cases in
large companies (more than 250 employees). Furthermore, software customers had
invested more in testing and used more rigorous methods than did small companies.
The most interesting result was that component regression testing was performed
rather rarely before the re-use of the component. The results of the conformance
testing part of the survey are discussed in Paper IV, and the practice in software
testing is discussed in Paper V.
4.4 Test process improvement
There are several software process improvement models which can be applied from
the software testing viewpoint, such as TPI (Test Process Improvement Model), TIM
(Test Improvement Model), and TMM (Testing Maturity Model) (Koomen & Pol,
1999; Ericson et al. 1997; Burnstein et al. 1996; Swinkels, 2000). The problem with
most of the models is that they are too cursory and theoretical, so they cannot be used
properly in practice. Consequently, the models are not widely used in software test
process improvement (see Paper V). We performed test process improvement with the
TPI model in a small software company in the telecommunication domain. The TPI
model  examines  the  test  process  from  20  different  key  areas  in  two  to  four  levels.
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Examples  of  the  key  areas  are  Test  strategy,  Estimating  and  planning,  Metrics,  Test
tools, Reporting, and Test process management. In our case study, more flexibility
was needed in the Moment of involvement, Metrics, and Communication key areas.
The moment of involvement key area requires that testing is started as early as
possible  in  the  software  development  lifecycle.  In  our  case  the  object  of  testing
consisted of several separate parts, such as subsystems, software and hardware
platforms, software versions, language versions, and constraints by the domain of the
product. If one part changes, all the ready-made test plans may have to be discarded.
Therefore, it is not always best to start testing (planning test cases) as early as possible
if the system under test consists of several frequently changing parts. However, this
influences the maturity score of many TPI key areas.
In the Metrics key area, the resources used and activities performed are measured
in  hours.  In  our  case,  a  customer  did  not  pay  for  elapsed  time  on  software
development but for the quality of the product. Thus, it was not considered necessary
to record in hours the time spent in performing activities. The company used other
metrics to find out how much the quality costs (e.g. the number of errors found and
the number of changes implemented).
The Communication key area measures the internal communication of the test team
and communication within the organization about the quality of the test processes. In
our case, the communication key area did not reach a good maturity level because the
information from the other teams that was passed to the test team (e.g. changes in the
implementation or delivery date) caused a lowering of the maturity score of the testing
process.  Even  if  internal  communication  within  and  outside  the  test  team worked,  a
good maturity level cannot be reached if other teams/units do not share the
information which influences the test team as well. Thus, the point is not the
immaturity of the test process, but that of the general software development process.
Test process improvement is further discussed in Paper V.
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5 Summary of the Papers
This chapter summarizes and reviews the original Papers, illustrates their relationships
and presents their contributions. The Papers and their relationships are shown in
Figure 1. The study started by examining the software testing of component-based
systems (Paper I). Paper I shows how component-based systems can be tested, from
components of the lowest granularity to those of the highest. Component-based
system testing can be performed from different viewpoints. We examined testing from
the integrator viewpoint because component-based development highlighted problems
in application integration and testing. In addition, software testing has been studied
extensively from the developer and end user viewpoints but rarely from the integrator
viewpoint. Integration and testing can be made easier with open interfaces and
common standards. Besides standards, conformance testing practices are needed. We
developed a conformance testing model, applied it to conformance testing of context
management interface, and evaluated it in Paper II. However, conformance testing
cannot be performed efficiently if interface specifications are not defined clearly and
unambiguously. We found that more testable specifications are needed, and we
propose new requirements for open interface specifications in Paper III. The results of
the survey of conformance testing showed that the interoperability of applications and
conformance testing must be improved. Therefore, we give recommendations on how
to improve them (Paper IV). However, improving conformance testing activities is not
enough if the whole software testing process is performed badly. We study and
analyze test process improvement models in Paper V.
Figure 1: The Papers and their relationships to each other
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5.1 Testing component-based systems - the integrator
viewpoint
Different actors (roles) perform software testing at different phases of the software
development process, i.e. software developers, component integrators, and customers
(or  end  users).  Test  methods  must  be  selected  on  the  basis  of  the  testing  roles.  The
selection is influenced by whether the source code is available (developer), whether
the application is integrated into existing system (integrator) or whether acceptance
testing is based on workflow (customer). Paper I outlines how component-based
systems are tested step by step, especially form the integrator viewpoint, and gives
examples of test cases of different granularities based on UML diagrams.
We utilize and modify the business component approach introduced by Herzum
and Sims (2000), and describe components of different granularities, i.e. a lowest
level component, a business component, and a business component system. The
granularity hierarchy means that a component-based system is a composition of
business components, which in turn are compositions of the lowest level components.
In the testing approach, white box testing and black box testing occur alternately at
each level, utilizing test cases of different granularities and dependency graphs.
Figure 2 shows components of different granularities from the integrator
viewpoint. The lowest level components (2a) are those that the integrator acquires or
builds. If the integrator acquires components, they must have been tested by the
component developer. The developer performs white-box testing and creates a test
report. The test report should be enclosed with the component when the integrator
acquires it. After the acquisition, the integrator acceptance tests the component as a
black box. For the acquired components, only the interfaces are available, not the
inner implementation of the component. The integrator has to evaluate the quality of
the components with the help of the available test documents and user manuals
through black box testing methods. The functionality and high quality requirements of
the component influence the level and thoroughness of the evaluation. If the integrator
develops his/her own components then the testing technique is the traditional white-
box testing. Business components (2b) are those which the integrator usually builds
from  the  lowest  level  components.  The  business  component  can  be  seen  as  a  white
box which contains several black boxes (components). The integrator integrates the
lowest level components and performs integration testing, where the relationships
between components are tested. Thereafter, the external interfaces of the business
component are tested. A component-based system (2c) is the assembled application
that the integrator deploys to the customer. The integrator integrates self-made and
acquired business components into a business component system and tests their
relationships, then the external interfaces are tested. The integrator has to use various
testing methods at all different component levels. This incurs challenges to testing.
The customer who acquires a component-based system performs acceptance testing
for it. This is performed using black-box testing methods.
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Figure 2: Components of different granularities from the integrator viewpoint
Since the components are of different granularities, the test cases must also be at
different granularity levels. We give examples of test cases of different granularities
based on our case studies with UML diagrams. The test case is a set of test input and
expected result pairs, and execution conditions at every granularity level. Execution
conditions contain environmental needs, preconditions, post conditions, and
invariants. An ordered sequence of test input and expected result pairs is:
? an action flow between co-operating users and business components at the
component-based system level.
? an operation flow between one user and the lowest level components at the
business component level.
? a method flow between object classes inside the component at the lowest
component level.
Nowadays, information systems are seldom made from scratch: they are usually
assembled piece by piece into an existing system. Then the testing process differs
from the one, where the module testing phase precedes integration testing, followed
by the system testing phase. Thus, it is valuable to consider the integrator viewpoint in
software testing and give him/her tools to test systems in practice in the software
industry.
5.2 Conformance testing of open interfaces in healthcare
applications
Application integration is often a combination of problems, where each organization
has its own set of issues which must be dealt with (Mykkänen et al. 2004). In this
study the research problem was, how can we ease the workload of the integrator and
reduce the extra work without sacrificing software functionality and quality? In order
to integrate different software applications without too much extra local adaptation
work, open standard-based interfaces and conformance testing are needed. We
propose a conformance testing model, developed and evaluated with the co-operation
of software companies and healthcare districts. The model consists of four phases: an
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initial phase, testing performed by the developer, testing performed by the testing lab,
and certificate (brand) issuing. In the initial phase, a software customer asks
developers to append the certificate or brand of interoperability to the request for
proposals. Developers make their proposals and the customer selects and approves the
best one. The developer develops an application and applies for the brand for the
application. The testing lab performs conformance testing and issues the brand if the
application meets the requirements.
The following challenges were faced during the conformance testing process. 1)
Software  product  versions  are  introduced  in  rapid  cycles,  so  the  brand  has  to  be
renewed often and re-evaluation has to be performed automatically using, for
example, web-based testing services. However, software companies are not very keen
on public conformance testing, maybe because of the fear of revealing the testing
results. Thus, regulation by the authorities or demand by the market for certified
interfaces are the only effective ways to make certification and interface "branding"
common. 2) Integration specifications must contain enough information about the
requirements for the solutions, in addition to mere interface signatures. Integration
specifications and standards should be developed to express clearly which options are
implementation-specific or optional. In addition, specifications should provide
guidance on how implementation-specific features should be documented and used. 3)
Customers need advice when gathering and setting their requirements. Interface
specifications do not currently contain all the information needed, including basic
requirements, conformance levels, and different types of parameters which must be
conformed to. 4) Some parameters are static for a given environment, but several are
specific to the applications used or to the implementation or infrastructure of the
server.  A  standard  way  to  identify  and  classify  this  sort  of  parameters  for  test  case
definitions is needed.
During the conformance testing process the most important finding was that
interface specifications have to be improved so that they are more accurate, more
understandable, and more testable before conformance testing can be performed
efficiently.
5.3 Requirements for testable specifications and test case
derivation
In this study we propose new testability requirements for interface specifications and
evaluate test case derivation from different specifications. In addition, one research
problem was how to develop a reliable conformance testing environment for
healthcare applications. The environment should be applicable in the software
industry and healthcare organizations.
The specifications have to be defined so that testability and conformance are taken
into  consideration  early  in  the  specification  lifecycle.  W3C  and  OASIS  have  given
guidance on how specifications should be written (Rosenthal & Skall, 2002; W3C,
2005). We propose the following additional aspects which the specification must
address. Architecture description describes in which context the specification is being
used and all the dependencies on the other specifications. Specifications have to be
divided into levels so that functional, conceptual and technical details are
distinguished from each other. All the issues concerning software interoperability
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have to be mentioned in the specification. Also, the quality requirements (e.g.
continuous operating time, execution time, robustness, usability, response time) must
be stated. In the specification we must describe how different versions of
implementation, specification, and test suites affect conformance, that is, in which
situations re-evaluation of conformity is needed. Key words are used to specify
requirements in the specification. Requirements can be mandatory (MUST), optional
(MAY),  or  recommended (SHOULD) (Rosenthal  & Skall,  2002).  However,  the  key
word SHOULD must be avoided because it is confusing and causes interoperability
problems.
There are several formats of interface specifications, such as formal languages,
semiformal languages and natural languages. The more formal the format, the more
automatically test cases can be derived. However, the most formal specifications are
not the best formats in practice because both developers and customers consider them
too complex to use and understand. Semiformal languages are the most suitable for
the healthcare domain because their notation is more understandable and they are
easier to use and interpret than formal languages. In addition, they are more precise
than natural languages.
5.4 Conformance testing of interoperability in health
information systems
Conformance testing has been studied extensively in the telecommunication domain
(ITU-T, 1996) but the practice is not well-established in other domains. Only a few
studies on conformance testing in the healthcare domain (e.g. Chronaki & Chiarugi,
2006; Chronaki, et al. 2005) have been reported. No empirical studies on the level of
conformance testing in software companies and in their customers' organizations in
healthcare have been reported. Therefore, we conducted a survey to find out how
much and how often conformance testing is performed in relation to the interface
specifications in the healthcare domain in Finland. We also wanted to find out how
customers perform testing in their organizations, and how they can influence the
conformance of the software they acquire. Based on the survey results, we make the
following recommendations for healthcare organizations, software companies, and
authorities to improve conformance testing and compliance to interoperability
standards.
Perform interoperability conformance testing more rigorously. Various
conformance testing activities must be performed and they must be more diversified
and disciplined than previously.
Utilize open interfaces and use interface testing services. The developers can use
interface testing services before the interface release, while the customers can use
them during the software acquisition and introduction. Proper interface testing
services promote cost-effective interoperability testing. A well-established testing
service allows everyone to select the needed counterparts of the application interfaces
and their correct versions, and interoperability testing can be performed against them.
Provide proper skills and knowledge. Developers must be provided with
knowledge of conformance testing through open seminars and training. In addition,
customers must be provided with knowledge and skills to demand standard-based
interfaces and certified software products, and the knowledge to test them.
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Recommendations must be enforced by the authorities. Official recommendations
and laws are needed to promote interoperability and the quality of the applications.
Therefore, recommendations made by the authorities have to be introduced and
enforced more actively. In addition, it is important to support and supervise the
implementation of the recommendations, and facilitate it with tools.
Organize autonomous and unbiased interface testing services. Conformance
testing must be unbiased and as automatic as possible. To accomplish this, studies and
projects are needed in which interface testing services are organized objectively and
independently from software companies.
Reuse testing experiences and information. Testing experiences and information
should be transferred between similar customer organizations. One feasible idea is a
mentor activity, in which the introduction of the applications has been distributed
between different hospital districts and the experiences from one district are utilized
in another.
Improve the testability of specifications and standards. Utilizing standards
successfully and testing against standards requires accurate guidelines and constraints
to  generic  standards,  such  as  HL7  specifications.  One  way  is  to  complement
specifications with IHE (Integrating the Healthcare Enterprise) integration profiles.
Unfortunately, we had quite a small number of software companies in our survey.
The questionnaire was sent to all the hospital districts (customers) in Finland and all
the software companies (developers) belonging to a Health and Welfare IT R&D
cluster  in  Finland.  We  obtained  responses  from  15  hospital  districts  (75%  of  all
districts) and 14 software companies (52% of the number of companies in the cluster).
However, it can be concluded that there are many problems to be solved before the
applications in the healthcare domain interoperate appropriately and conform to
standards. It heavily seems that laws and regulations are required in order to motivate
the software providers to improve software testing and the interoperability.
5.5 Improving software test processes
The whole software testing process must be considered when interoperability is to be
improved. Test process improvement was ranked as the most important issue in
software testing research (Taipale, 2007). In this study, we introduce and analyze
three of the best known test process improvement models (TMM (Burnstein et al.
1996), TIM (Ericson et al. 1997) and TPI (Koomen & Pol, 1999)). We investigated
whether the models are dependent on domains, how well they are suited to practice,
and whether there is any need to improve them. The TPI model is more practical than
the other two. It appears that the models are applicable to different domains, such as
telecommunication and healthcare. However, we noticed that there are some
difficulties to apply the models in the small organizations. Quite similar results with
large and small organizations have been reported in Dybå (2003).
Based on the results of the survey presented in Section 5.4, we found that test
process improvement is considered to be very important. However, the maturity of the
test processes is still surprisingly low. The most troublesome issues hindering
software testing are lack of resources, especially time and knowledge, lack of
documentation, such as proper requirement specifications and test case specifications,
proper testing methods (test culture), insufficient test environments, attitude problems
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(testing is undervalued), and rush to deliver incomplete applications to the customers.
We make the following recommendations for organizations which want to overcome
these barriers in software testing. 1) Test case documentation has to be increased and
the organizations have to take a more positive attitude towards test case
documentation. 2) More regression testing must be performed. The organizations have
to plan regression testing and have a regression test strategy. 3) The level of training
in testing must be improved. Training organizations have to study what kind of
competence software organizations need, and plan their courses utilizing this
information.  4)  The  clarity  and  unambiguity  of  the  specifications  have  to  be
improved, and testers must participate in this phase. When developing specifications,
people from different domains have to be involved. Furthermore, test case
development simultaneously with the development of the specifications is extremely
important. 5) Information and guidance about test process improvement models must
be shared. We have good experiences of test improvement in cooperation with
engineers, researchers, and customers.
Usually, the test improvement models do not cover all the software testing aspects
that are important from the testing process improvement viewpoint in component-
based software development. Therefore, we suggest new aspects and aspects that must
be considered more deeply when improving test processes: interoperability testing,
conformance testing, connections between test processes and service management
(e.g. Information Technology Infrastructure Library, ITIL), regression testing,
specifications, and the architecture of the applications.
5.6 Summary of the results
Here we consider how the research results answer the research questions presented in
Section 1.1. The first research question was: How can the software test processes and
test process improvement models be improved? Software quality has been studied
extensively and there are many software testing methods and techniques which can be
used in quality assurance in the software test process. However, the methods are often
theoretical and difficult to apply to practice in the software industry and in customer
organizations. That is one reason why software quality is often poor. A brand-new
testing method is not needed but we need to examine existing methods and
techniques, adopt suitable ones and adapt them to our own process. We gave
organizations several recommendations to improve their testing methods. One
recommendation is that testers must get training in testing, especially in UML-based
test cases. In addition, those responsible for education should tailor their training
programs to make them suitable for hands-on testers. In order to improve software
quality, all the stakeholders (e.g. developers, customer, managers) must be committed
to the testing process. Furthermore, a test team must introduce a test process
improvement model and check its own test process against it regularly. After the
evaluation, plans must be generated specifying the level to which the team will aspire.
One important issue in increasing software quality is regression testing: more is
needed, and test teams must have a strategy for regression testing.
In general, the test process improvement models do not cover software testing
aspects that are important in the component-based development. Therefore, we
suggested aspects that should be considered more deeply when improving test
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processes, such as interoperability testing, conformance testing, testing of open
interfaces, certification, and the authorities’ requirements and their test cases.
The second research question relates to the granularity of software components and
how it influences software testing in component-based software development. The
proliferation of software components of different granularities enabled the integrator
role to arise. Integrators need different kinds of testing methods than developers,
because source code is not necessarily available to them. Therefore, testing methods
are usually based on black-box testing. We developed a component-based system
testing model with which the integrator can test systems piece by piece. The
developer tests the finest-grained components, while the integrator usually tests the
medium-grained (business component) and coarsest-grained components (component-
based system). The finest-grained components are tested on the basis of a method
flow between object classes inside a component. The medium-grained components are
tested on the basis of an operation flow between the lowest level components
belonging to the business component. The coarsest-grained component and the
relationships between its inner business components are tested on the basis of an
action flow which can be derived from an activity diagram, a use case diagram or a
sequence diagram. There are several dependencies between components. The
dependencies can be tested with a dependency graph. The granularity of the software
components improves modularity, facilitates software testing, and assists software
quality management.
The third research question relates to software and conformance testing in the
healthcare domain in Finland. We studied how software and conformance testing is
performed at the moment and how conformance testing and compliance to
interoperability standards can be improved. Fortunately, we found that software
testing is considered the most important technique in quality assurance. However, the
level of software and conformance testing vary very much in different organizations.
In some software companies, software testing is really diversified, while in others
applications are not tested properly. It is usual that too little time is scheduled for
testing both within software companies and in the customer organizations but nothing
is being done to improve the situation. Furthermore, small and large software
companies document their test cases differently. In small software companies test
cases are not documented so often. However, defects are documented quite well and
they are compared with the defect statistics of the previous versions of the
applications. With the help of defect statistics, software testing can be focused on the
most error-prone areas in the next software versions.
It appears that there are various problems to be solved before application
conformity to standards and interoperability can be tested properly. The term
conformance testing is not understood by all stakeholders. Some developers muddled
the term up with traditional software testing. We developed a rapid conformance
testing model to ease the conformance testing process. Based on the model,
specifications for an open testing service, which acts as a counterpart in interface
testing, were developed. However, we found that requirements issued by the
authorities, laws, and sanctions are needed to get testing services into use and to
ensure interoperable systems. Therefore, we made several recommendations for
organizations to improve conformance testing and compliance to interoperability
standards. Conformance testing can be performed against any kind of specifications,
such as interoperability standards, process descriptions, or generic requirements for
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the structure of the system. Thus, application interoperability requires various
conformance testing activities. Conformance testing requires standard-based
applications, customer demand, and investments in testing improvement. In addition,
customers must be instructed to demand standard-based applications in their requests
for proposals.
The fourth research question relates to interface specifications and especially, how
specifications  can  be  improved  to  help  testing  of  conformity?  The  form  of  the
specifications ranges from formal specifications to natural language statements. We
examined their suitability in the healthcare domain and compared the ability to
generate test cases of them. The more formal the specification, the more testable it is.
On the other hand, when formality increases, understandability decreases. Test case
generation based on natural language specifications is awkward, even impossible.
However, the specifications used in conformance testing in the healthcare domain are
often natural language specifications because customers and end users understand
them  better  and  can  use  them  in  requests  for  proposals  and  negotiations  for  an
agreement. Thus, the development of the specifications has to be invested in, too, and
testers must participate in this phase. We proposed several important issues that the
specifications must address. The testability of the specifications has to be taken into
consideration early in the specification's life cycle. Architecture description,
interoperability factors, the conformity re-evaluation strategy, and special key words
must be added to the specifications to assist in the testing process.
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6 Conclusions and future work
The aim of  the  study  was  to  improve  existing  testing  methods  and  their  practicality
especially from the integrator point of view, to improve the interoperability between
applications, and to familiarize software companies and their customers with
conformance testing. We developed a component-based system testing model, with
which the integrator can integrate and test systems piece by piece, and a conformance
testing model, which demonstrates how applications can be tested against interface
specifications. The conformance testing model was developed and evaluated in
healthcare software companies and hospital districts. In addition, we made
recommendations for the software companies and the relevant authorities about how
to improve interface specifications, interoperability, and the quality of the
applications.
6.1 Contributions of the thesis
The main contributions of the thesis can be considered through the research questions.
The first research question was: How can the software test processes and test process
improvement models be improved? We found that there are many theories of different
software testing methods but still software quality is often poor. The existing methods
are  often  theoretical  and  difficult  to  apply  to  practice.  Practical  solutions  and
recommendations are needed in the software industry and in customer organizations.
We gave organizations various recommendations to improve their software processes
and software quality, including recommendations for test case documentation and for
regression testing. Furthermore, software testing has to be considered as a part of
continuous software process improvement.
The second research question relates to a granularity of software components and
how it influences software testing in component-based software development. We
noticed that granularity helps software testing because it promotes modularity. The
granularity of software components led to different roles being created. We highlight
the integrator and customer roles in software testing because their viewpoints have not
been extensively studied, and we developed a systematic component-based testing
model for the integrator. A component-based viewpoint also created a need for
granular test cases. Test cases are formed from an input flow which may be at user
action level, operation level, or method level. We give examples of input flows of
different granularity levels.
The third research question concerns software and conformance testing. We
developed a rapid conformance testing model with the co-operation of several
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software companies and hospital districts. During the evaluation, the organizations
tested their application conformity to HL7 clinical context management interface
specification. On the basis of the model, specifications for an open interface testing
service were developed. Thereafter, a survey to discover how software and
conformance testing is performed at the moment in Finland was conducted. On the
basis of the survey results we made several  recommendations about how to improve
conformance testing and compliance to interoperability standards. The
recommendations are meant for organizations and the authorities who aim to improve
conformance testing and the interoperability between applications. They concern open
interface utilization, enforcement of official recommendations and laws, interface
testing service organization, the testability of the specifications and standards, and the
reuse of testing experiences, for example.
The fourth research question concerns interface specifications and how they can be
improved to help testing of conformity. We found that the existing interface
specifications in the healthcare domain are often insufficient and testing cannot be
performed against them. We identified several issues that the specifications must
address, such as the target architecture of the system, specification levels,
interoperability features, and re-evaluation strategy. In addition, we examined test
case derivation from the specification, especially in the healthcare context.
Specifications of formal languages, semiformal languages and natural language were
studied. We considered their suitability in the healthcare context, and compared how
easy it is to generate test cases automatically from them.
Based on the results of this thesis, we make the following concluding remarks:
1. The integrator and customer roles must be considered in the software testing
process. They both need different kinds of testing methods than developers.
The existing testing methods are often so theoretical that they cannot be
utilized in practice.
2. We found that most software companies do not devote resources to conformity
assessment voluntarily. The quality of the software and interoperability
improves only by increasing the number of requirements issued by the
authorities. Common rules are needed and responsibilities must be clearly
defined. In addition, customers must demand standard-based applications more
often.
3. Interoperability conformance testing needs good quality specifications. Without
proper specifications, conformity cannot be tested so that interoperability can
be assured. At the moment, specifications in the healthcare domain are not
suitable for interoperability testing purpose.
4. Continuous improvement of the test process is important. When test processes
are improved, organizations have to pay attention to not only the actual test
processes, but also to test case documentation, regression testing, and the level
of training in testing.
There are some limitations to this study. Firstly, the number of software companies
in  our  survey  was  quite  small.  This  affects  the  generalizability  of  the  results.  It
appears that test cases are documented in small software companies only half of that
in large companies. However, no statistical conclusions can be made. Secondly, the
results of the study were obtained in the healthcare domain, which has many critical
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systems. Therefore, the results can be generalized to domains where software quality
and reliability are prioritized.
6.2 Future work
This thesis investigates software testing using a component-based approach. In future,
it is important to expand the method to cover service-oriented approach and its new
requirements. We emphasized the integrator and customer viewpoints in testing in the
software industry and in customer organizations, but the service provider viewpoint
with problem management must also be studied. Additionally, more research is
needed to discover how business knowledge influences testing. In future, how test
process improvement models can be applied in small and large software companies,
must be studied. In addition, it would be valuable to survey how the proposed
recommendations have been utilized in practice and how well they are suited to
different organizations in different domains. A lot of research relating to software and
conformance testing has been done. However, practical viewpoints in theory are
needed so that theory can be efficiently applied in practice.
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